Yellow Birch

A closed-grained, even-textured cream or light brown hardwood has lustrous brown flecks and warm undertones. Yellow birch is similar to maple in grain only with more color. Birch hardwood floors come in a variety of natural finishes. Durable and resistant, this wood is sure to make any room even more appealing. The board color is fairly steady for a contemporary feel. The cool grains convey a traditional style when accented with the right design.
JANKA Hardness Scale

- Plenty of color variation. Iridescent look makes it an unique choice for your home.
- Tight, closed grain with even texture.
- Occasional curly grain or wavy figure in some boards.
- Cream yellow.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- *Unfinished Square Edge*
- *Prefinished Micro-Bevel*

- Weight 2.77 lbs per sq. ft.

MATERIAL WARRANTY

Aacer Flooring warrants that the products have been manufactured in compliance with the grading rules of Aacer Flooring, and will be free from manufacturing defects, which are limited to improper milling or improper drying only. Manufacturing defects do not include natural wood characteristics such as mineral streaks, knots, grain variations, and normal minor differences between color samples and the color of installed floors. These are normal characteristics and are not defects.